ABOUT US
The most advanced IDO Launchpad with the fairest distribution and inbuilt
price discovery mechanism to yield the best returns for the IDO buyers and
the project which do the IDO.
IDO Launchpad is 100% truly decentralized, multi cross chained, and fully
interoperable environment based on a multi blockchain architecture with
the most powerful and fairest distribution algorithms.
The first ever IDO Launchpad platform to have the powerful mix of
decentralized fundraising and optimized price discovery and fair final
settlement in distribution.
IDO Launchpad is the one-stop ideal location for decentralized fundraising
for highest quality projects which add real value to the world and that has
a sustainable business model and proper development architectures.
IDO is the native token powering the IDO Launchpad.

MARKET STATISTICS
Currently over $50 billion in monthly volume come just from
decentralized exchanges and the ecosystem boost that comes
from IDO Launchpad is placed in the prime center of it all for
helping new projects raise liquidity in the most optimal way.
Also the crypto ecosystem users need a way to get the tokens at
optimal price so they can get best yield for their participation in
providing liquidity and funding the projects

WHY IDO LAUNCHPAD

The recent rise of decentralized
technologies and its use have grown
in many thousand percentages from
Uniswap, yearn, pancakeswap and
such have enabled users to trade and
bring billions of dollars in liquidity and
volume all from the wallet which
offers great advantages over the
centralized exchanges.

This growth and the direction market is
heading, IDO Launchpad has made a
very advanced decentralized multichain
protocol so the users can benefit in
buying tokens in IDO at the maximum
possible market driven price endpoint
as a result of price discovery and
fundraisers are able to have a very fair
distribution of tokens as well as gauge
the interest, completely permissionless.

IDO Launchpad looks to completely
enhance the way new projects gather
liquidity and how participating users
can gain most from it to get the best
yield. All done decentrally
permissionless, interoperable in a
multi cross chained environment
through IDO Launchpad.

USE CASES OF IDO LAUNCHPAD
Optimized Fundraising And Maximizing Yield for Investors

Scalability To Fundraise Thousands Of Projects At A Time

Enhanced Security

Permissionless and DAO

Innovative Unparalleled Next Generation Features

OUR COMPETITION

Optimized Price Discovery
Fair Settlement Mechanism
Permissionless Asset Listing/Handling
Cross Chained
DAO Sharing
Governance
Multi Pools

ROADMAP

2020 Q3

2020 Q4
IDO Launchpad Prototype
Development

IDO Launchpad Architecture
development

Multi Chain IDO Launchpad
Development
Launch suit created to onboard
IDO projects

2021 Q1

2021 Q2

IDO Launchpad Stress Testnet

Fair distribution algorithms
implemented

Advanced price discovery algorithms
implemented

Tested 18 projects on the testnet and
the result were smooth and seamless

ROADMAP

2021 Q3

2021 Q4

2022 Q1

2022 Q2

More Value Added algorithms
development

Different price discovery mechanism
oracles and algorithms implemented

Onboarding of first 50 IDO
projects on IDO Launchpad

Onboarding of first 500 IDO projects
on IDO Launchpad

Expansion of IDO Launchpad Team
size with dedicated research unit
working on IDO Launchpad

IDO Launchpad Native Token
Sale
IDO Launchpad trading on many
crypto exchanges
First onboarding of select
projects on IDO Launchpad
Staking and DAO Governance
Further implementation of more
blockchain into IDO Launchpad
Incentive Token Distribution
Algorithm

Onboarding of 1000+ IDO Projects on
IDO Launchpad and distribution of
incentive tokens to IDO Holders

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
OF IDO LAUNCHPAD
Primer
The IDO Launchpad web portal is technically a various smart contracts driven
multiple blockchain based decentralized web application, built using different
technologies like Microsoft ASP.Net framework for the user interface (UI) and
Metamask Wallet API to enable users interact with the IDO Launchpad smart
contract on the respective blockchain using their Metamask Wallet account
to perform transactions and also using solidity development language for
the smart contracts creation, running natively on the very popular Ethereum
blockchain and Binance Smart Chain platforms

BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEM
The smart contracts which are deployed on each of these blockchains
separately and running independently include native currency contracts i-e
ERC-20 token contract and BEP-20 token contract on Ethereum and Binance
Smart Chain respectively. Moreover, other contracts include IDO Launchpad
Auction module which contains different major functionalities of the IDO
Launchpad application like bidding, price evaluation triggers, price discovery,
final settlement, token distribution and different algorithms to interact with
the IDO Launchpad token (IDO) etc.

IDO SMART CONTRACTS
IDO smart contracts are written using solidity (version 0.8.4) and are deployed in such a manner that they follow their built-in automated
features to perform different tasks and processes automatically and independently with great efficiency and accuracy. The IDO Launchpad
provides different features and options to its users having separate and independent smart contracts for each blockchain separately.
Following are the smart contracts having their own capabilities and are deployed accordingly to their respective blockchain

IDO Launchpad Auction Contract
It is a self-running automated contract for the sale of IDO tokens and is
deployed on both ETH and BSC blockchains. The auction contract follows
the reverse Dutch-Auction methodology having round time as per defined
by the user. The auction is settled once the round is ended either on the
completion of time cycle defined or the whole pool is sold out and is then
restarted again after the automatic in-built final price discovery, pool
discount settlement and then the distribution of the tokens accordingly to
the investors.
IDO Auction Contract provides many useful features and options to the
users who will be using the contract for decentralized fundraising of their
project. Users are able to define and set multiple factors and enter the
values for their auction rounds at the time of initial deployment of their
auction contract. Some of these values include, but not limited to, are
initial price, max pool supply, settlement mechanism, combined discount
percentage, price change interval, the change percentage and much more.
Adding more value to that, IDO Launchpad also enables the users to
change and redefine their auction round configuration and values at any
later stage in the future even after the initial deployment of the contract
and defining their initial values at the time of deployment.

IDO LAUNCHPAD TOKEN CONTRACT
It is deployed on both Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain implementing
the respective interfaces required to meet all token contract functionalities
as per the latest version of the open zeppelin contracts standard protocols
available at the time of deployment.
On Ethereum blockchain, the ERC-20 token is deployed with IDO Launchpad
as name, IDO as the ticker symbol. The IERC20 interface is implemented
according to the latest version of the open zeppelin contracts available at
the time of deployment.
Likewise, the IDO Launchpad BEP-20 token contract is deployed on the
Binance blockchain with the implementation of IBEP20 interface. Token
contract addresses of each of the blockchain are as follows:
Token contract addresses of each of the blockchain are as follows:
Ethereum Network: 0x195832a377c09074518c1f3aaeb4bc981f79938f
Binance Smart Chain: 0x4ea43f098e10301c258cdfcef3c8041ba3b59d71

IDO CONTRACT OWNER PORTAL
IDO Launchpad website is developed using Microsoft ASP.Net
(version 4.7.2) framework with C# as the backend language
and html, javascript and jQuery for the frontend. In addition,
third party libraries include Ethers.js & Nethereum web apis to
communicate with the blockchain. The web portal also uses
Metamask wallet API to enable the users perform different
transactions using their Metamask account.

Each IDO token holder gets 1 to 3% of tokens that
do IDO in the platform, this could mean every

IDO holder can get 100 or 1000+ more tokens just
for being part of the IDO Launchpad network

UTILITIES OF IDO TOKENS

DAO governance. IDO holders will have right to vote,
and decide which amazing project in which they see
potential to do IDO on our platform

Earn staking rewards for your IDO tokens

It will be required to hold IDO tokens to be able to
participate in some of the IDO offerings on IDO Launchpad

TOKEN ECONOMICS
The native IDO tokens are sold to raise funds to meet only the
minimum needed basic operational expenses of IDO Launchpad

IDO Token Distribution

How the Funds Raised is Used

Token Details
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Total Tokens: 600,000,000 IDO
Maximum supply made available: 450,000,000 IDO
Maximum number of tokens for team: 67,500,000 IDO
The maximum number of tokens for investors: 270,000,000 IDO
DAO and Staking Rewards: 90,000,000 IDO
Foundation: 25,000,000 IDO
IDO Launchpad Ecosystem : 42,500,000 IDO
Liquidity: 45,000,000 IDO
Marketing Token: 46,500,000 IDO
Advisors Token: 4,500,000 IDO
Partnership Tokens: 9,000,000 IDO

Token metric on different blockchains
› 300 million IDO on Ethereum blockchain
› 300 million IDO on Binance Smart Chain

TOKEN RELEASE SCHEDULE
› Sale Tokens: Unlocked after sale
› Liquidity: 25% unlocked before listing, then 6.25% monthly
over 12 months
› Advisor Tokens: 10% unlocked before listing then
7.5% quarterly
› Partnership Tokens: 10% unlocked before listing, then 5%
monthly over 18 months
› IDO Launchpad Ecosystem: 5% unlocked before listing, then
7.91% unlocked quarterly over 36 months
› Marketing: 10% unlocked before listing, then 5% monthly
over 18 months
› Team and Foundation tokens: 1.5 years fully locked, then
25% quarterly

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Our team executives have over 40 years of combined
experience in blockchain and software technology sector

Bensam Packiaraj

Jawwad Tabasam

Co-Founder

Co-Founder

Bensam has been involved in building great blockchain products for the last
8 years from publicly trading companies to supporting popular blockchains.
He has worked on Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, EOS, Waves, Bitshares
and OKExChain to make some amazing products. His main goal is to have a
proper way for people to raise funds decentrally and at the same time have
the best price discovery and fair distribution mechanisms built in. Having
need for himself but not finding any such product in the market made him
to make IDO Launchpad an one stop ideal advanced decentralized
fundraising platform. His goal is to empower great talents around the world
to make their dreams come true to raise funds and empower the world
through the great blockchain products they build.

Jawwad Tabasam is a full stack software developer and DevOps engineer
contributing to the software industry for over a decade. Developing and
maintaining blockchain based decentralized applications(dApps) over
Ethereum, Binance, OkExchain and EOS platforms. Working on Distributed
Ledger Technologies (DLTs) in various development environments, managing
cloud based technologies, providing smart devices (Android/iOS) compatible
solutions are main areas of expertise.He is the head of development team
responsible for developing IDO Launchpad Smart Contracts on Ethereum
and Binance Smart Chain and creating unique user interface by putting
continuous hard work and dedication into it.

EXECUTIVE TEAM

Jovan Jovanovic

Milivoje Kuzmic

Co-Founder

Head of Communication

Jovan works on building business relationships across crypto
projects that last a lifetime. He has an indepth understanding
of the blockchain and crypto markets. He is great in building
long lasting partnerships. He also overseas the user experience
within IDO Launchpad. He works hard to make sure the users of
IDO Launchpad will have very smooth and fulfilling experience
being part of the IDO Launchpad community.

Milivoje has been involved in blockchain related work for many
years and has been spreading the good news of blockchain in
Europe. He will be responsible for our partners relationship as
well as actively listen and take inputs from the IDO Launchpad
community

EXECUTIVE TEAM

Ismail Malik

Strategic and Ecosystem Advisor

He has over 20 years experience in Technology related startups and entrepreneurship covering asset management, crypto currencies and mobile
payment technology in the city of London working with leading firms such as Vodafone, Cellnet and News International. He is the founder of world's
first Blockchain Lab and DLT accelerator in Canary Wharf. He also founded DEFI magazine which promotes startups in printed and digital media
circulation, the first of its kind in crypto ecosystem fostering to crypto startups and emerging blockchain technologies

Thank you.

